In this paper we introduce cointegrations from one bicomodule into another, a notion extending that of coderivation used by Nakajima [ 1 1 ] and Doi [3] . We show that in the category of comodules over a coring, the relative functor Ext is the derieved functor of cointegrations and, as a corollary, that the Hochschild cohomology of the coring is the derived functor of coderivations. These statements are analogues of the result of Kleiner [7] , who proved that the relative functor Ext is the derived functor of integrations in the category of modules over an associative ring, and of the Barr-Rinehart [l] theorem stating that the Hochschild cohomology of an associative algebra is the derived functor of derivations. The proof is based on the existence of couniversal cointegrations and coderivations into an arbitrary comodule.
study of these two functors can be found in Guzman [S] .) In Section 1, we recall the definition of cotensor product, and prove a couple of results for later reference.
In Section 2 we define cointegrations and inner cointegrations and show the existence of couniversal cointegrations. In the last section, we construct a relatively injective resolution and show that the relative "Ext" is the derived functor of cointegrations (Theorem 3.6) with a shift in dimension. M. Kleiner has pointed out to us that the functor Q (of couniversal cointegrations) is relatively exact. We use this fact in the proof of Proposition 3.4, which in turn allows us to use the relatively injective resolutions to compute the relative derived functor of cointegrations. We also obtain reduction isomorphisms (3.9) for the relative "Ext". Finally, relatively injective and projective comodules and conseparable corings are characterized in terms of cointegrations and the relative "Ext" (Propositions 3.8 and 3.9 and Theorem 3.10) .
Most of the definitions and statements admit one-sided and two-sided versions. Whenever appropriate, we state and /or prove one version, and then freely use of others. The letter I denotes the identity map, and its domain can always be deduced from the context.
THE CATEGORY OF COMODULES
This section sets the notation for the rest of the paper and has some results about the cotensor product over coseparable corings that will be needed later.
Throughout the paper, S, R, and T denote rings (with 1 ), K an S-coring, L an R-coring, and . A,: K + KO K and sK: K-t S denote the coring structure maps of K. Similar notations will be used for L and J, and subscripts will be avoided whenever possible. If N is a K-L bicomodule, pi : N-, K OS N denotes the left K comodule structure map, and p,' : N --, N OR L the right L comodule structure map. These maps are required to satisfy (1.6) (z@&)p+ =I.
(1.7)
K is said to be coseparable if there is a K-K map r-r: KO K -+ K such that nA=I.
The following fact about module maps will used repeatedly: Let f: A, -+A, be a right S map and g: B, + Bz a left S map; then f@ g = (f@O(l@ gj = (169 g)(fO 0.
( 1.8) It is well known that the category K-Corn-L of K-L bicomodules is not an abelian category (cf. Jonah [6] ). However, we have PROPOSITION 1.1. 1. The category K-Corn-L has cokernels, which coincide with those in S-Mod-R. 
Proof: 1. It is easy to check that with the left structure of N and the right structure of M, NQM becomes a J-L bicomodule.
Consider the map f = (I@ E 0 I)(IQ 7-c 0 I)(p$ 0 p,),
and pi is a right L map. Therefore f is a J-L map. Let us check that f is a projection onto N q K M. In fact
by definition off =(ZQIQEQI)(~~QIQI)(IQ~QZ)(~~Q~~) by (1.8) = (IQ~QEQI)(ZQ~Q~:Q~)(P,Q~Q~Q~)(P,QP,)
by ( A symmetric argument shows that (I@ pnl)f= (Z@ rc 0 Z)(p,O P,\~) so
Therefore fi= Z, and the result follows from Proposition 1. by (1.3) the image of p; is in K q ,M, and by (1.3) and (1.5).
pi is a K-L map, so pi: M-+KO,MisaK-Lmap. Let g = (E 0 Z)i, where i is the inclusion i:
by (I.21
This shows that g is the inverse of p; and that g is a left K map. Clearly it is also a right L map. Q.E.D.
Since we will not consider right cointegrations, the term cointegration will mean left cointegration. The set of cointegrations from N to M is an abelian group that we denote by Coint (N, M) . A cointegration f from N to M is called inner if there is an S-L map q5 :
The set of inner cointegrations from N to M is a subgroup of Coint(N, M) that we denote by Incoint(N, M).
Recall that if N is a K-K bicomodule, a coderivation from N into K is an S-S map g:N+ K such that &g=uog)P,+(~oGG (2.3) (cf. Doi [3] ). It is called inner if there is an S-S map y:N+ S such that g=(IOy)p, -(YOOP,+. (2.4) The groups of coderivations and inner coderivations are denoted respectively by Coder (N, K) and Incoder (N, K) . Coint(-, -) is a bifunctor, contravariant in the first variable and covariant in the second, and Incoint is a subfunctor of it. Similarly, Coder is a contravariant functor with Incoder as a subfunctor.
The following proposition gives a relation between cointegrations and coderivations. The proof is a straightforward computation. is an isomorphism of abelian groups. Since Coint(-, M) is a functor, &I is a cointegration, and if we compose (2.1) with (I@q) on the left, we get vo q)(d 0 Of= vo 4)VQf) P; + vo q)UQ P,)f but since q is a K-L map and qp ;=O, we get p;qZ-=(Z@qj-))p, so that 4fis a K-L map. This shows that the maps are well defined. Let us show now that they are inverses of each other. We have Q.E.D.
COROLLARY 2.6. The exact sequence (2.8) splits as a sequence of K-bicomodules iff the couniversal coderivation is inner.
COHOMOLOGY OF COMODWLES
This section contains the two main results: the fact that the relative Ext is the derived functor of cointegrations, and a characterization of coseparable corings in terms of cointegrations and the relative Ext.
Here the term relative is used in the sense of Eilenberg and Moore [4] where the injective class of sequences consists of sequences of .K-L bicomodules that are S-L split. Therefore, a functor of K-L bicomodules is said to be relatively exact if it preserves the exactness of S-L split short exact sequences. A K-L bicomodule N is said to be relatively injective (,resp. projective) if the functor &omL(-, N) (resp. ,Com, (N, -) ) is relatively exact, or equivalently, if every S-L split short exact sequence of K-L bicomodules with N as the first (resp. third) term is K-L split. Finally, a functor of K-L bicomodules is said to be relatively right balanced if whenever a covariant (resp. contravariant) variable is replaced with a relatively injective (resp. projective) K-L bicomodule, the functor becomes relatively exact in the other variables.
The following proposition is stated in Doi [3, p. 331 for coalgebras over a field, but it holds in our setting. In order to obtain the relative derived functor of cointegrations using resolutions, we need Q.E.D.
Relatively injective bicomodules can be characterized by means of cointegrations. So we need to show that (i) * (xi).
Suppose K is coseparable, and let M be a K-L bicomodule. By Corollary 1.3, pw is K-L split so by Proposition 3.8, every cointegration into A4 is inner.
Q.E.D.
